Supply Chain Management

If you like to:

- Work in a team environment
- Solve problems
- Negotiate
- Plan and organize activities
- Work in a fast-paced environment
- Make decisions

Then SCM may be for you!!

“Top 20” Career for the 21st century

For more SCM program information @ UNK, contact Greg Benson @ bensonge@unk.edu
SCM Business Visit
Nucor Steel - Norfolk

For more SCM program information @ UNK, contact Greg Benson @ bensonge@unk.edu
SCM Business Visit
Case New Holland – Grand Island

For more SCM program information @ UNK, contact Greg Benson @ bensonge@unk.edu
SCM Business Visit
GIX Logistics - Grand Island
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SCM Business Visit
Behlen Manufacturing - Columbus
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SCM Business Visit
Cash-Wa Distributing - Kearney
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SCM Students: Talking About SCM
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2015 SCM Career Fair
Ponderosa Room
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SCM Career Fair Companies
February 2017
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Supply Chain Management

SCM @ UNK

Where Successful SCM Careers Begin!

For more SCM program information @ UNK, contact Greg Benson @ bensonge@unk.edu